
  

College Application Advising  

Comprehensive Package 
No matter the selectivity, size, prestige, or type of school, applying to college can be a very difficult 

process for any student. With varying requirements for each college and the increasing focus of 

expressing individuality and uniqueness, the college application process is more complicated than ever. 

We created the comprehensive college application advising package to help students put their best foot 

forward and maximize their chances of admission. Our advising will also increase students’ chances of 

significant merit scholarships at regional and mid-tier schools. S.T.E.P.S. advisors make it easier for the 

student to navigate the strenuous college application process and finding his/her best fit. 

How are our advisors qualified? 

All of our advisors are well-versed in the application process and have successfully been accepted into 

some of the most prestigious universities in the country, including Stanford University, Johns Hopkins 

University, UC Berkeley, University of Pennsylvania(UPenn), Rice University, Cornell University, and the 

California Institute of Technology (Caltech). Furthermore, our advisors have been accepted to the largest 

mid-tier schools with the highest scholarships at these schools such as the extremely selective 

Banneker-Key Scholarship at the University of Maryland, College Park. 

At S.T.E.P.S., our advisors will provide personalized attention for each student to help them stand out 

from the competition. By thoroughly understanding each applicant’s interests, motivations, and 

desires, we will help you create the best application for you. After your years of hard work, we want to 

ensure that you successfully climb the final steps towards earning your acceptance.  

 

This package includes: 
- Conduct an in-depth discussion about school preferences and admission process  
- Prepare a list of schools uniquely suited for the student 
- Provide the student with guidance for navigating scholarships and merit-based aid 
- Brainstorm ideas for major essays and supplement essays 
- Edit major and supplemental essays for up to 8 colleges 
- Review of applications 
- Provide guidance for letters of recommendation 
- Resume tips and editing 
- 3 mock interview hours (for alumni/scholarship interviews) 
- Assist with final college decisions 
- Unlimited email exchanges 

 


